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The size of the AD sector in the UK
AD plants currently in operation
There are around 72 RO projects (127.7MW capacity), 367 FIT project, including extensions
(250MW) and 80 biomethane injection projects (listed in annex 1), not all of which are necessarily
injecting yet.
The NFFCC deployment report1, which was finalised on 20th September, had a total of 342
operational AD plants, 225 of which are farm-fed (cumulative installed capacity of 132.2MWe) and
117 of which are waste-fed (cumulative installed capacity of 183.2MWe), plus a further 52
biomethane plants in operation with a cumulative electrical installed capacity of 49.5MWe and
biomethane capacity of 31,400 Nm3/hr biomethane. The remaining six plants produce heat only.

Maps
We have produced some maps which have been very well-received, and these are hosted on a
couple of the REA’s websites. The maps are aimed at those with waste, and ideally we’d like to put
contact details up there too, but this is an involved exercise, and entails getting consent.
The data for the maps is taken from sources including the NNFCC, Ofgem, REAL and AHPA.
Screengrabs of the sites are shown below.
The Animal by products map
This can be filtered by category of ABP material, and can be found on
www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=152A6ORsdX1XoZ5Wcc9hbFJ3Ceeo&ll=52.18483759759109
%2C-1.5136057500000106&z=8
and is embedded in the REA website (along with the main AD and compost site map) on www.r-ea.net/resources
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Anaerobic Digestion Deployment in the United Kingdom - October 2016. NNFCC.

The ABP map
(clicking over a site brings up the plant name, category of APB waste accepted and the postcode).

The PAS 100 compost site and AD map
Clicking on a site brings up the site name, operator / developer, kW capacity, postcode, a yes/no
answer as to whether they are ABP registered or Pas110 certified, and (for some sites) what inputs
they take (based on information from the NNFCC map).

Requests for additional maps, or how to improve those above are welcome.

The status of financial instruments
Feed-in Tariffs
The conclusions to the May 2016 consultation were not issued alongside the results of the RHI
consultation, as we had been expecting. At the time of writing this report, BEIS officials are not

able to give any indication on when it is likely to be due (other than to say it definitely won’t be
out before the end of 2016).
FIT deployment cap and indicative queue reports
As in the last Biogas report, there are still 28 projects in the queue, totalling 16.86 MW, and taking us
out to Q4 2017. (1.7 MW of the 5MW cap for Q4 2017 has been used). This sterilization of the FIT
by projects which are likely to commission under the RO is totally unacceptable.
AD is the second most oversubscribed band in relation to the size of its quarterly caps, following
wind 100 - 1500kW, which has projects queuing until Q3 2018.
Weekly and monthly deployment cap reports and indicative queue reports can be found here .
FIT tariff levels
BEIS sent out the following communication at the end of October
“Since this consultation closed we have been conducting a detailed review of the evidence
submitted and seeking further evidence as required. We are preparing the government
response and currently intend to publish for any new measures to be in place from April
2017. As a result, the anaerobic digestion tariffs and the support available for mCHP during
tariff period 5 (i.e. 1 January to 31 March 2017) should no longer be considered to be under
review as set out in the consultation.”
Thus the tariffs currently are

AD bands

1 Apr onwards

1 Oct to 31
2016

1 Jan to 31
2016

(figures in red were those in May consultation)

7.39

6.65

6.65* (5.98)

6.82

6.14

6.14* (5.52)

7.03

6.33

6.33* (0.00)

< 250kWe
250 -500kWe
> 500kWe

*These tariffs are currently under review as part of the government’s consultation on support for
anaerobic digestion.
Recent data on FIT deployment
The chart and table below show how much AD in terms of capacity (MWe) and number of
installations has been deployed since the introduction of the Feed-In Tariffs. These are based on
data released by BEIS on 24th November, which can be found here.
Installations commissioned under FIT Scheme as at end of Oct 2016
AD Bands
<=250kW
250-500kW
500-5MW
Total

Installed commissioned capacity (MWe) (figs in
brackets were those in last report (end of July)
(16.8) 20.9
(63.1) 70.7
(132.4) 158.5
(212.3) 250.2

No installations
(92) 113
(131) 147
(90) 107
(313) 367

Cumulative FITs deployment by capacity

Outstanding FIT issues
There are still issues that we are trying to get resolved – see newsletter sent 14 December, 2016
10:40 AM. In summary; an answer to the question over claiming RHI on liquid feedstocks which are
not wastes should is imminent2; time has virtually run out for new ROC accredited biogas generating
stations seeking to co-locate on FIT-accredited biogas sites; and the question over what happens to
the FIT-accreditation of a biogas plant in the case of a major overhaul / engine replacement is still
work in progress.
Links to latest Ofgem FIT guidance
New guidance has been published since the last report (published 5th Oct 2016) see “How to amend
an application on the Renewables and CHP Register”

Renewables Obligation
It is not easy to determine how much AD capacity has been commissioned under the Renewables
Obligation, and repeating the same analysis to distinguish AD from the other fuelled stations
suggested a reduction in installations, which is unlikely. In total, it would appear that only five AD
projects have commissioned under the RO over the course of the year.
If the projects listed on the FIT queue are to commission under the RO (as we had been assuming),
then there will need to be a huge acceleration.
Commissioning Practices
The last report mentioned Ofgem’s consultation on standard industry practice for commissioning
plants in the RO scheme. Its conclusions were published recently, and it resulted in no change,
which is to be welcomed.
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Some developers have had their RHI payments suspended for feedstocks such as whey, which have been
regarded as a product.

Contracts for Difference
Since the last newsletter, it has been confirmed that there will be an auction in April 2017, with a
budget of £290m. There will be no Pot 1 (for CfDs for onshore wind and PV) . Although largely
academic, AD will be eligible to bid into Pot 2, for less developed technologies . So if you are actively
developing projects over 5MW, for commissioning in 2021 -3, this will be the only relevant financial
incentive. For more information on CfDs, contact Frank Gordon (fgordon@r-e-a.net).

RHI
The conclusions to the March 2016 consultation were published on 14 th December. The following
summary was sent out to Biogas Group members on Thursday 15th. We will have presentations from
the RHI team of BEIS at the meeting on 5th January, and have requested more information on budget
controls.

A summary of points of interest for biogas and biomethane from
14th December RHI conclusions document.
Produced by G Hartnell for the biogas group. It is no substitute for reading the full response, 116
pages, which can be found on
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/fi
le/577024/RHI_Reform_Government_response_FINAL.pdf
It is intended these changes will be implemented in Spring 2017.

Tariff resets
The biomethane tariffs will be reset to the levels between April and June 2016: Tier 1 –
5.35p/kWh; Tier 2 – 3.14p/kWh; Tier 3 – 2.42p/kWh.
The biogas tariff will be maintained at the current levels (4.43p/kWh for small scale; 3.47p/kWh
for medium and 1.30p/kWh for large). Degressions which impact on the biogas tariffs between
now and the date the regulations come into force will be reversed on that date.
Any inflation between now and 1 April 2017 will be reflected in these tariff levels.
If you commission a plant from now onwards, you will benefit from the increase in tariff
happening in April 2017, provided you comply with the “energy crop cap” from that date.
There will be a one off choice between keeping the lower tariff and not having the cap and
moving to the uplifted tariff and complying with the cap. The “energy crop cap” is explained
below.

Tariff guarantees
These will be introduced for various technologies, including biogas combustion over
600kW and all scales of biomethane.

In addition (this is new) the Government will limit the amount of heat that will be covered by a
single tariff guarantee to 250GWh per annum, or for biomethane, the equivalent volume of
injection. Any heat produced above this limit will not be protected from scheme closure and will
not attract the guaranteed tariff but will instead be eligible for the prevailing tariff at the tariff
start date. The Government will also retain the ability to close the tariff guarantee process if takeup of tariff guarantees risks early closure of the RHI schemes.
Estimated spend against tariff guarantees in each financial year will beincluded as a separate line
item on the monthly publication on the overall budget cap and the Government would aim to
provide 21 days’ notice of the closure of the tariff guarantee process.
(This next bit is pasted without abbreviation).
There will be three stages for tariff guarantee plant applying to the
RHI scheme:

● Stage 1: Provisional approval for a tariff guarantee
● Stage 2: Application for a full tariff guarantee
● Stage 3: Application for full accreditation or registration

As set out in the consultation, Stage 1 in the tariff guarantee process will be
similar to the existing preliminary accreditation application process.
Applicants will be required to provide mandatory data to the scheme
administrator, including proof of planning permissions, a declaration of
intent to reach financial close, the maximum capacity of the plant and
evidence of the proposed heat use. Alongside Ofgem, the Government
will monitor whether these evidence requirements are sufficiently robust.
If successful at Stage 1, applicants will be awarded with a provisional

approval for a tariff guarantee. The tariff rate will be the tariff that
prevailed at the date the Stage 1 application was considered ‘properly
made’ by the scheme administrator, i.e. the date at which all information
asked for by the scheme administrator was provided to a standard that
allows the administrator to make a decision on the application. This is a
variation from the draft process set out within the consultation where the
Government proposed the guaranteed tariff rate would be set once
evidence of financial close was provided at Stage 2.
Once an applicant has been notified that their application has been successful at Stage 1, they
will have 3 weeks to submit evidence that financial close has been reached. A declaration
confirming financial close from the Board (or equivalent) and any investors will be required as
supporting evidence, along with copies of Board minutes (or equivalent) recording the
decision.
The consultation proposed an 8 week window to allow applicants to provide evidence of financial
close. However, by awarding the tariff that prevailed at Stage 1, and therefore increasing certainty
for investors, the Government considers that investors will be able to start the arrangements
necessary to reaching financial close earlier.
If Stage 2 is not completed within 3 weeks the application for a tariff guarantee will be
unsuccessful. This is designed to deter any speculative applications. Applicants will be able to
reapply for a tariff guarantee if necessary.
Ofgem will require that applicants provide an estimated commissioning date as part of the
application process. For applicants proposing to produce biomethane for injection, the date at
which they intend to commence biomethane injection should be provided. A number of responses
to the consultation requested that tariff guarantees should be available to plant that intend to
commission or commence biomethane injection in the next Spending Review period, i.e. after
March 2021. However, the Government has not set out its intended level of spend on the RHI
beyond 2020/21.
Additionally, the Government wishes to maximise the contribution of plant with a tariff
guarantee towards the Renewable Energy Directive.
The Government has therefore decided that to be eligible for a tariff guarantee, plant must
commission or commence biomethane injection on or before 31 December 2019.
Applicants will have a maximum of 6 months after the stated date of commissioning or
commencement of biomethane injection to actually commission or commence injection and still
st
receive their tariff guarantee. However, this 6 month period will not be able to extend beyond 31
December 2019. Although a number of those responding to the consultation argued that plant
should be allowed a longer window beyond their estimated date of commissioning, this would
adversely affect impact the Government’s ability to forecast future spend and so manage the RHI
budget. Those applying for a tariff guarantee should take into account the risk of project delays
when they provide an estimated date of commissioning to the scheme administrator. Where a tariff
guarantee has been granted, plant will not be eligible to receive payments until the
commissioning/commencement of biomethane injection date stated in Stage 1 of the tariff
guarantee application process.

During the period between the award of a tariff guarantee and the commissioning
date/commencement of biomethane injection, applicants will be required to provide updates to
the scheme administrator to confirm the build is on track. Ofgem will have powers to revoke a
tariff guarantee where participants fail to provide evidence that the plant or installation is
progressing in line with the estimated date of commissioning or injection.
Once a plant that has been awarded a tariff guarantee has commissioned (or has commenced
injection of biomethane) the owner will be required to be accredited or registered onto the
RHI as normal, meeting the scheme eligibility requirements as specified in regulations at the
point of full application.

Feedstock requirements – i.e. the “energy crop cap”
This is being implemented as proposed. (Don’t forget it’s not just energy crops but anything
that is not a waste or residue that will be subject to the cap. That’s why inverted commas are
used around “energy crop cap”
It will apply on an annual basis, relating to each 12 month period following the entry of a
participant onto the scheme. A reconciliation exercise will be performed at the end of each 12
month period with any overpayment being offset against future payments.
“For plants 1MWth and over, a declaration will be provided as part of the annual independent
sustainability audit report which confirms the proportions of the feedstocks from which the
biogas or biomethane is derived in order to calculate payments under the new rules. No
independent audit requirements will apply to plants <1MWth, at this time but Government will
review participants’ compliance with the requirements and introduce additional measures as
necessary. If additional measures relating to feedstock compliance are introduced in future, they
will apply to all owners of biogas plants and biomethane producers who are subject to the
feedstock payment reforms.”
The document gives a couple of examples – but basically you get the results in this table.
Waste/residue derived biogas
Biogas derived from other feedstocks (e.g.
crops)
Total
How much excess gas will not be counted?
How much of the gas total will get RHI
payments? NB this must be multiplied
by eligible heat use proportion.

50 - 100%
0% 50%
100%

40%
60%

30%
70%

20%
80%

10%
90%

0%
100%

100 100% 100% 100% 100%
%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

Drying digestate
New participants (or existing participants who add capacity on or after the date the reforms
come into effect) will not be able to claim support for heat used in this way. No other changes
to eligible heat use are envisaged, except for possibly removing wood fuel drying and
aquiculture should be removed and they are seeking views from stakeholders. Send them to
rhi@beis.gov.uk.

Planning permission
(GH comment - This change might be an attempt to go some way towards preventing
biomethane plant getting registered before the biogas production facility has been built (which
it seems Government is keen to do) – but it does seem odd. If that is the intention, why not do
something more straight forward?)
“The Government intends that all new plant, as well as additional capacity added to existing
plant, including the equipment used in the production of biomethane, should be required to
have any necessary planning permission in place in order to be eligible for support through the
non-domestic RHI. This will also be an ongoing obligation for installation owners and
biomethane producers for the lifetime of their participation in the scheme.
This means that where planning permission is challenged or withdrawn Ofgem, as the scheme
administrator, will be able to take appropriate action in the form of suspending, withholding or
recovering payments. For those registering to produce biomethane, this requirement will
include obtaining any planning permission required to produce the biogas from which the
biomethane is produced.
This requirement will ensure that plant or equipment built or operated unlawfully, without the
necessary planning permission, are not supported by the RHI, safeguarding the proper use of
public funds. The spring 2017 reforms will implement these changes to the planning permission
requirements from the date he regulations come into effect in respect of all installations
accredited and biomethane producers registered on or after that date.
Applicants will be required to make a declaration on application for accreditation or
registration that the necessary planning permission has either been granted or that no planning
permission is required. Where an application is made for preliminary accreditation or
registration or for a tariff guarantee, the applicant will be required to provide evidence that
planning permission has been granted or is not required.”

Additional Capacity
There will be no changes to the current rules. Government saw some advantages for biomass
boilers in changing it, but it would be incompatible with tariffs banded by size (e.g. biogas) so
they are making no change.

Budget Management
(GH comment – I’ve not summarized these changes here, but the aim is to “to simplify the
degression rules and stop tariffs from continuing to degress once deployment slows down” both
of which would seem a very good idea).
(You can read more about these on pages 36 – 42 of the document).

The Budget Cap
The budget cap mechanism (which allows the Government to close the scheme to new
applications at short notice, where it decides there is a risk of overspending) is remaining
unchanged.
It’s worth noting that applications for plants that commissioned or biomethane which was
injected before scheme closure can be submitted after scheme closure for accreditation or
registration.
Plant owners or biomethane producers which have received tariff guarantees will be allowed to
commission or inject biomethane in line with their tariff guarantee agreement and be eligible for
accreditation even if they commission after the scheme has closed.

Tariff Guarantees (in relation to budget management)
(Text in full)
The tariff guarantee process set out in Chapter 4 is designed to deter speculative applications that
may lead to premature degressions or scheme closure. However, the Government will also retain
the discretion to close the scheme to additional applications for tariff guarantees, separately to,
and in advance of any decision to close the scheme overall.
This will allow the Government to take action if take-up of tariff guarantees is risking the early
closure of the scheme, disadvantaging technologies not eligible for tariff guarantees. Applicants
who have already been granted a tariff guarantee would not be affected by such a closure,
provided their plant is commissioned in line with their tariff guarantee agreement.
In contrast to the budget cap mechanism, there will not be a fixed threshold for the maximum
level of estimated spend on tariff guarantees that would trigger the decision to close tariff
guarantees. It is important the Government retains flexibility to make a judgement on this, taking
into account the profile of tariff guarantee commitments and deployment on the rest of the
scheme. For example, if deployment across non-tariff guarantee applications is lower than
expected, more headroom can be given to technologies eligible for tariff guarantees. The
Government would aim to provide 21 days’ notice of closure of tariff guarantees to new
applications, as with the scheme closure process.
Estimated spend against tariff guarantees in each financial year (based on estimated
commissioning date) will also be included as a separate item on the monthly publication on the
overall budget cap. This means that the proportion of forecast spending going towards tariff
guarantees will be transparent and visible to the public.
While the Government intends for tariff guarantees to be counted towards estimated spend from
the point at which they are granted (rather than at the point that the plant commissions) the
degression triggers set will take account of this different deployment profile. In practice, this will
mean that some trigger levels will start higher but increase less sharply over the spending review
period.

Budget Allocations
Instead of having two groups (i.e. all biogas and all biomethane) for the purposes of
budget management, they will group it by

● Small and Medium Biogas (below 600kW)

● Biomethane and Large Biogas (600kW and above)

RHI Cap analysis and degressions
The coming RHI reforms will aim to “to simplify the degression rules and stop tariffs from continuing
to degress once deployment slows down”. Therefore there is only limited scope for further
degressions between now and the reformed RHI. This will be covered in the 5th Jan meeting.
RHI tariffs
The following table summarises the degressions in biomethane tariff since tiering was introduced.
Tiers
Volumes

Eligibility period (on or after to before)

Tier 1
1st
40,000
MWh

Tier 2

Tier 3

Next 40,000
MWh

Remaining
MWh

1st Jan – 12th Feb (pre introduction
of tiering)

6.99

6.99

6.99

12th Feb – 1st April
1st April – 1st July
1st July – 1st Oct
1st Oct – end of year
1st Jan – 1st April
1st April – 1st July
1st July – 1st Oct
1st Oct – 31st December
On or after 1st Jan

7.71
7.71
7.33
6.6
5.94
5.35
4.55
4.32
3.89

4.52
4.52
4.3
3.88
3.49
3.14
2.67
2.54
2.29

3.49
3.49
3.32
2.99
2.69
2.42
2.06
1.96
1.76

“Spring 2017” Following the
resetting announced on 14th
December. (NB inflation may
change the final numbers)

5.35

3.14

2.42

2015

2016

2017

RHI Sustainability
The guidance relating to sustainability was updated on 24th November, and the latest versions can be
found here:
Guidance Volume Two: Ongoing Obligations and Payments (Version 8)
Sustainability Audit Guidance for Participants and Auditors

Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation
The Department for Transport finally released the much delayed RTFO and Motor GHG consultation
on 29th November. Pasted below (shaded) is the initial summary sent out by the REA, that day. The
first draft of an REA response will be circulated shortly.

An initial summary is provided below, the RTFO document is available here and the
GHG document here.
The REA press release can be found here.

The main proposals are:
1.
Establishing long term targets to 2030 to provide industry certainty (achieving
a renewable transport fuel supply by 2020 of between 5-6% by energy – multiplying
up to 9.75% when double and other multiple counting is taken into account and to
maintain at least that level out to 2030).
2.
A growing sub target for the contribution of advanced 'development fuels' (i.e.
hydrogen, biomethane, aviation fuels, biobutanol and fuels that are compatible with
standard petrol and diesel significantly beyond today's blend limits – exact level not
decided). The sub-target will start at 0.1% in 2017 and rise to 2.4% by 2030 – taking
double counting into account means that the actual supply of these fuels will be half
of these values.
3.
Setting a maximum level for the supply of fuels made from food crops, this is
envisaged as a sustainable contribution from crop derived fuels, while encouraging
fuels from waste.The preferred option is to maintain current levels of crop-derived
supply at 2% in order to ensure that future supply is increasingly derived from waste.
Alternative options are 7% (as agreed in the ILUC Directive) or zero.
4.
Define wastes to meet the definition used in the RED, and incorporate in the
RTFO the waste hierarchy concept to ensure wastes with higher value end uses are
not incentivised for biofuel production.
5.
Define the 'development' fuels which will qualify for the sub-target to include
fuels of strategic importance to the UK, including hydrogen, aviation fuel, and fuels
that can be blended at high levels with standard grade petrol.
6.
Define and make eligible for reward, non-biological renewable fuels such as
renewable hydrogen. These are to be introduced with appropriate sustainability
criteria. Level of initial reward for renewable hydrogen is proposed to be 4.58 RTFCs
per kg.
7.
Proposal to remove recycling of the buy-out payments, in order that the RTFO
cannot be classed as a state aid.
A full list of all the proposals can be found on page 16 of the consultation document.
Development Fuels Include:
•
Aviation Fuel
There won’t be an obligation to supply a certain level of aviation fuel but suppliers
would be able to claim Renewable Transport Fuel Certificates (RTFCs) for it.
•
Renewable fuels of non-biological origin (RFNBOs)
Hydrogen produced from electrolysis of water using renewable electricity; or
methanol via catalytic fuel synthesis of renewable hydrogen. (Hydrogen will receive
4.58 RTFCs per kg to reflect its higher energy content compared to the average for

liquid renewable fuels supplied under the RTFO.)
•
Biomethane
Although it is proposed that biomethane be included as a “development fuel” (as it is
one of the few options for significantly decarbonising HGVs in the 2020s) there are
specific concerns about including it.
- Sustainable feedstocks for biomethane are limited, and the Committee on Climate
Change recently suggested that it should be prioritised for non-transport
applications.
- there is currently significantly greater potential availability of biomethane
compared and it could 'fill up' the development fuels sub-target
- there can be methane slip in dual fuel compression-ignition engines and whilst this
is reduced in spark-ignition engines, the latter have an inherently lower efficiency.
Government is currently undertaking testing as part of the 'Low carbon truck trials'
project due to report in 2016. The results will be taken into account in determining
whether to include biomethane in the development fuels target.
Indirect Land Use Change

The ILUC (Indirect Land Use Change) directive (2015/1513) is intended to begin the
transition from fuels based on food crops towards advanced biofuels produced from
wastes and residues. It is due to be transposed into UK legislation by September
2017. The renewable transport target had been held constant at 4.75% by volume
(c.3.8% by energy) since 2013, due to concerns over ILUC.
Meeting the Carbon Budgets

There is a mention of brexit – see para 12 of executive summary. “The decision to
leave the EU inevitably raises questions around policy areas such as this one that are
aligned to EU requirements. The proposals outlined here to increase the production
and use of low carbon fuels have been designed to meet the needs of our country.
Nevertheless, after we leave the EU we will look afresh at how to develop our policy
further, not least to maximise the huge domestic industrial opportunity.” Later it
says “Leaving the EU is therefore not expected to have a material effect on the
direction of the policy outlined in this consultation.” Para 54.
Brexit

There is a mention of Brexit – see para 12 of executive summary. “The decision to
leave the EU inevitably raises questions around policy areas such as this one that are
aligned to EU requirements. The proposals outlined here to increase the production
and use of low carbon fuels have been designed to meet the needs of our country.
Nevertheless, after we leave the EU we will look afresh at how to develop our policy
further, not least to maximise the huge domestic industrial opportunity.” Later it
says “Leaving the EU is therefore not expected to have a material effect on the
direction of the policy outlined in this consultation.”

Next steps from Government

The responses will be analysed and a response will be published “early next year”. A
draft Renewable Transport Fuel Obligations (Amendment) Order before Parliament
“as soon as possible”, accompanied by an Explanatory Memorandum and final cost
benefit analysis.
A cost benefit analysis is published alongside the consultation document, and can be
found here.
Timeline for Response

The deadline is 22 January 2017.

Other news
Business rates
Since the last valuation, some 30 plants have been added to the valuation list, bringing the total
up to 90.
(For information, Landfill gas members of the REA, met with the Minerals Valuer at the Valuation
Office Stoke on Trent office on 13th December. Business rates for this sector have increased
dramatically (over doubled) despite LFG projects being on a downward curve in terms of
production. There forms a very active campaign for the newly-formed Landfill Gas Sector group.)
There was insufficient appetite for group representation from Biogas companies.

Consultations
All responses from the biogas group will now be placed on the REA’s website, see www.r-ea.net/resources/consultation-responses. This report will no longer repeat the information in table
form.

Regulatory update
Europe
Revision of the EC Fertilisers Regulation
In REA Biogas Progress Report No.40 we communicated Commission feedback on what choices
product users would have. In a future scenario where the revised EC Fertilisers Regulation would
apply in the UK, users of waste-derived composts and digestates could choose to buy products
that comply with this revised regulation and carry the CE mark 3, or a certified Biofertiliser or
Quality Compost that complies with the relevant national EoW rules (including the relevant PAS).
3

CE marking on a product is a manufacturer's declaration that the product complies with the essential requirements of the
relevant European health, safety and environmental protection legislation. The letters "CE" are the abbreviation of the
French phrase "Conformité Européene" which means "European Conformity".

The REA is continuing to work with Defra to provide facts and communicate industry views which
contribute to the UK government’s on-going input to the EC-level processes for reviewing the
redrafted regulation, negotiating on further changes to it and voting on whether it should be
adopted. The vote is currently expected to be taken in September 2017.
There are many aspects of the draft regulation that have been changed and others that may change
during the remaining legislative process. Although direct participants such as Defra have been
supplied with latest documents there are EC-level restrictions that mean these documents cannot be
shared with other stakeholders. At http://www.organics-recycling.org.uk/page.php?article=3241
the REA has provided a more detailed update which takes account of the most recent documents
and communications that we have seen to date.
Circular Economy
The European Parliament’s Environment Committee and the Council of the EU’s Environment
Council are in the final stages of reaching their initial position on the Commission’s waste proposals
as part of the Circular Economy Package. These co-legislators have differing positions on some
issues and are intensifying their negotiations – with involvement of the Commission - towards
agreeing legislative proposals that will be subject to vote and a possible 2nd reading procedure
before the legislation is adopted.
The table below outlines recent positions as reported by the European Compost Network (ECN) in
December 2016. ECN has circulated to members its position paper on its priority topics and
recommended that they engage with they engage with their Member State Government to establish
their support for the ECN’s priority issues. The REA will consider these issues before deciding on any
actions and welcomes feedback from its members.
Co-legislators’ differing positions on topics important to the future management of biowastes in
the EU
ECN priority issues

European Parliament’s position

Council of the EU’s position

Separate collection
and recycling of
biowaste

A majority of the political groups have
agreed on removing existing
conditionalities, making it mandatory for
Member States (MS) to separately collect
biowaste except in sparsely populated
areas.
While leading Members of the European
Parliament (MEPs) from several political
groups were in favour of a 65 % recycling
target, this target has not been included
in a final compromise. A majority of the
current political groups currently think
that such recycling was already covered
by the overall recycling rate for household
waste and the mandatory separate
collection of biowaste.
The leading MEP (Bonafè) on this topic
has asked other political groups to
support a review clause which asks the
Commission to consider proposing further
recycling targets for commercial and

The Council has discussed the possibility
of removing the existing conditionalities
to separate biowaste collection but this
was not supported by a majority of the
MS.

Specific target for
recycling biowaste
(e.g. 65 %)

Collection target for
industrial biowaste

There is a majority of MS who feel that
this is an ‘unnecessary burden’ given the
reduction target for landfilling such
waste.

This issue has not yet been addressed in
Council discussions on the Circular
Economy Package waste proposals.

Comment [EN1]: Gaynor, I’ve not used
a table number cross-ref here nor typed a
table number below as this Biogas report
doesn’t seem to use table numbers.

Incentive scheme
dedicated to
biowaste
Biowaste definition
allowing for use of
biodegradable
plastics in collection
of biowaste

industrial waste by the end of 2018. This
would include biowaste.
Several MEPs have tabled amendments
supporting these incentive schemes,
including the leading MEP Simona Bonafè.
A compromise has been reached by a
majority of the political groups on the
definition of biowaste which would allow
for the inclusion of biodegradable plastics
for the collection of biowaste.

Final recycling
process (need for
maximum of 10 %
derogation for
biowaste due to
quality of output)

A majority of the political groups are not
supportive of this 10 % derogation
because they prefer measuring ‘real
recycling’. They perceive this derogation
in the same light as that of other
suggested derogations proposed by the
Commission, which they feel would create
loopholes for MS to take credit for waste
that is, in fact, not recycled.

Food waste
reduction

A 30 % indicative reduction target (on EU
level) by 2025, and a 50 % indicative
reduction target by 2030 are likely to be
included in the final text by the
Parliament. There are also proposals to
include a food waste hierarchy, clarifying
the preferred steps to take with regard to
food waste (prevention -> food rescue ->
composting / recycling -> energy recovery
-> landfilling).

This issue has not yet been addressed in
Council discussions on the Circular
Economy Package waste proposals.
MS have included the possibility of
collecting biodegradable plastic bags
alongside biowaste, but in such a way
that the final decision is up to the
individual MS. The Council’s definition of
biowaste does not cover biodegradable
plastics.
MS proposed that ‘the amount of
biodegradable waste that enters aerobic
or anaerobic treatment may be counted
as recycled where that treatment
generates compost or digestate which is
to be used as recycled product, material
or substance’. According to the Council
working papers this language was
proposed to allow for further
reprocessing (such as sorting operations
after the ‘final recycling process’ has
already started) which they thought is
needed in some cases of aerobic
treatment of biowaste. A 10 % maximum
of non-biodegradable material is not
included in the Council’s text.
This issue has not yet been addressed in
Council discussions on the on the Circular
Economy Package waste proposals.

Please contact Emily Nichols (emily@r-e-a.net) if you would like further information or to discuss any
of the issues.
Industrial Emission Directive / Waste treatment BREF
The Waste Treatment BREF is the EU reference document setting out best available techniques for
the waste sector. It will apply to all AD sites operating as installations (i.e. with a capacity of over 100
tonnes per day). It is being revised and was consulted on in 2016. The IPPC Bureau has been
considering the comments received on draft 1 and during the interactive webinars held in
September.
Since the last update, the IPPC Bureau held a series of webinars to discuss the data that was used to
derive the Associated Emission Levels (AELs) for the emissions to air and water. The Bureau made
the data available but after analysis it was not clear how the AELs were derived and the Bureau did
not provide any background detail so we do not know what data has been questioned and

subsequently ruled out (i.e. mistakes in the recording, or results not representative of usual
operations).
In advance of the webinar ORG met with the EA and other trade bodies to discuss the proposed
emission levels for emissions to air and water from biological treatment. We circulated a summary
of the proposed requirements to members and invited feedback to help prepare our input into the
webinar. ORG joined the webinar on biological treatment. Data, omissions and corrections were the
key discussion points during the webinar and one of the repeated comments to the Bureau was the
apparent disconnect between the data and the AEL proposals. In addition, it was suggested that the
current proposal for NH3 and H2S as AELs for emissions to air but these are operational parameters
could be replaced with the requirement to monitor Odour.
The Bureau plan to release revised proposals for the BAT conclusions early January 2017 together
with a Background Paper (BP). This will set out how the main comments received on Draft 1 (D1) of
the WT BREF have been accounted for and how the draft BAT conclusions could be revised. We will
be given the opportunity to provide feedback on both documents (i.e. revised draft BAT conclusions
and Background Paper) prior to the Final TWG Meeting.
The revised draft BAT conclusions will then be discussed at the Final TWG Meeting - March 2017
(tentative).
In addition to the above info from the Bureau, Ricardo Energy & Environment has been awarded a
project funded by Defra to develop a framework for assessing the economic and environmental
impacts of the BREF. The project will inform the UK’s position during the development and
finalisation of a BREF by establishing a common framework for determining what the potential
impacts of BREFs and more specifically, BAT Conclusions may be, to ensure that costs are
proportionate to benefits achieved and that there is a consistent approach to the assessment of
impacts across all BREFs. ORG will be involved with this work related to biological treatment and we
may need some information from members to fill some identified gaps in data or current practices.
Next steps:
Release of the proposed revised draft BAT conclusions together with the BP: tentatively third week
of January 2017.
Release of updated tables and graphs related to emissions to air/water: tentatively together with the
proposed revised draft BAT conclusions and BP, or shortly after.
Final TWG meeting tentatively late March 2017.
After the final TWG meeting, a pre-final draft of the entire BREF will be released, together with the
EIPPCB assessment of the 3413 comments received on D1.
Member input:
We will circulate the next draft to members as soon as we receive it. In the draft 1 there were
some associated emission levels (AELs) for emissions to air and waste from biological treatment.
We have put together a summary of the proposed requirements and if you have any feedback on
the AELs and how achievable you think they are, please send to Jenny and if you would like any
further information, please contact Jenny Grant (jenny@r-e-a.net).
Medium Combustion Directive (MCPD)
Defra intends to consult in the Autumn with a draft legal instrument which will transpose the

Directive and an impact assessment. Defra is currently making decisions on a number of issues:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Transposition of exemptions and flexibilities
Permitting approach
Reporting non-compliance
Monitoring
Compliance checks
Overlap with EPR
Risk categorisation
Definition of new plant
Permitting for mobile plant
Guidance on exemptions.

The REA sits in the MCPD Industry Core Group set up by Defra to keep stakeholders informed
and engaged, so if you need any further information, please contact Kiara (Kiara@r-e-a.net).
The emission limit values relevant to biogas plants that will come into force when the Directive
has been transposed can be found in the Biogas report n. 35, October 2015 (section 20.1), which
can be found at http://www.biogas.org.uk/member/reports (member area of the REA Biogas
website).

Regulatory update from the UK
Waste exemptions review
The EA have informed us that they have submitted their proposals to Defra for change to the waste
exemption regime.
Defra will be discussing these proposals with their Welsh counterparts and Ministers and will decide
what to take forward. Any change will be subject to a formal Government consultation.
For further information on this review, please see Biogas report 39.
The REA has not seen a copy of the final proposals submitted to Defra as yet. We will request the EA
to see them. For further information, please contact Jeremy Jacobs (Jeremy@r-e-a.net).

Update on the Standard Rules permits for landspreading:
The updated Standard Rules permits for landspreading (SR2010No4, No5 and No6) and storage
(SR2010No17) have now completed their sign-off process and so are ready for implementation.
However, wishing to avoid starting an implementation process over the Christmas period, the EA are
now looking to release information to existing permit holders and at the same time publish the
updated permits and supporting deployment forms and guidance onto gov.uk in early January 2017

Definition of Waste Panel:
The Definition of Waste Panel is closed until further notice whilst its role and purpose is reviewed in
the context of the EAs waste regulation strategy.
Guidance on determining the waste status of your material can be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/turn-your-waste-into-a-new-non-waste-product-or-material
The EA do not have a timescale for any further updates or when the outcome of the review will be
known.

EA sector performance report from the recent BRF
The EA presented the indicative data on serious and significant (Cat 1 and 2) pollution incidents in
the biowaste treatment sector for 2015.
The key messages on cat 1 and 2 incidents were;
 170 incidents caused by activities with permits most were caused by waste management
activities
 The biowaste treatment sector caused 32 incidents in 2015, this is a decrease of 11% since
2014 when there were 36 incidents. This is showing an improving picture.
 6.9 incidents per 100 permits in 2011, 8.0 incidents per 100 permits in 2012, 8.1 incidents
per 100 permits in 2013.
It was noted that there is a decrease in the amount of pollution incidents. However there is a
increased rise in DEF sites in AD sector over the last two years – appears to reflect effort in reduction
of pollution but increased in identified permit breaches. 2015 only 3 AD plants this year 18 DEF AD.
Composting and MBT stay static.
Increased incidents related to crop AD and spreading and storage of Quality Protocol digestate, not
picked up as not regulated. Steady increase in AD surrendering permits.
Reduced number of sites of high public interest. Effort from sector to engage with operators.
This year more intelligence is emerging on the over application of high readily available nitrogen
materials (principally digestate) in the autumn when crop need is hard to demonstrate.
Updates from the Biowaste Regulatory Forum (BRF)
The Environment Agency and the Government want to see biowastes being managed in ways that
maximise their benefit as a resource, whilst minimising their impact on the environment. The overall
aim of the BRF is to help ensure that there is an appropriate regulatory framework, together with
appropriate regulatory approaches and practices, which support this ambition.
The REA sit on this committee which meets quarterly to discuss issues of concern. There is a wide
range of stakeholders at this meeting including the EA, Defra, CLA, ESA, CIWM, CLA, NAWDO, LGA,
NFU, WRAP and ADBA.
If you require more detailed information on these meetings then please contact Jeremy directly and
he will be happy to provide further details (Jeremy@r-e-a.net). The last meeting was held on 9th
October with the next meeting scheduled for February 2017.

Biomethane regulations
Ofgem have issued a consultation to allow the use of lower cost devices for measuring the energy
content for biomethane projects:
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/consultation-relaxing-accuracyrequirements-calorific-value-determining-devices
REA welcomes this and will be responding to support, with a request for additional simplification to
also be considered.

Scottish Regulatory Update
SEPA’s consultation on Food Wastes
SEPA previously issued a consultation on proposed new guidance which sets out obligations along
the chain of food waste management in order to achieve high quality recycling. This chain of
management includes the waste producer, collection service provider, food waste treatment facility
and final user of the food waste derived compost and / or anaerobic digestate.
REA attended a very constructive SEPA workshop for compost and AD site operators on 21st
September 2016. This workshop was to discuss the outcomes of SEPA's food waste management
consultation (consultation and ORG response here). The meeting was well attended by compost and
AD operators and trade associations and it was very welcome to see that SEPA had listened to
comments made during the consultation and that they were willing to engage with the industry to
and take on board comments made on the day. There was plenty of time for discussion and
everyone present had an opportunity to comment.
Proposals from the consultation:
The consultation focused on three documents: guidance on food waste management; revised
regulatory position statement (i.e. end of waste criteria) for outputs from anaerobic digestion; and a
revised regulatory position statement for compost. SEPA's overall objective is to improve the quality
of food waste derived compost and digestate and protect agricultural soil. They are particularly
concerned about plastic.
In the consultation SEPA had proposed a ban on materials not meeting the regulatory position
statements for compost and digestate being able to be applied to agricultural land under a
paragraph 7 exemption. This was not well supported by industry. SEPA's concerns are about plastic
being applied to agricultural land so it was suggested that material not meeting the revised
regulatory position statements (below) may still be appropriate for applying to land under a
paragraph 7 exemption if the spreading rate is reduced to meet the equivalent loading rate for
physical contaminants as set out in the position statements. All parties seemed to think this would
be a workable solution. The application process is technical and requires applicants to demonstrate
that the material will benefit agriculture and this is assessed by technical staff within SEPA.
Regulatory position statement on digestate and compost
SEPA are proposing to reduce the limit for physical contaminants in digestate and compost. There
was much discussion with operators and the below timescale was agreed.
Table: Proposed phased implementation of physical contaminant (including plastic) limits
Date

Compost

Digestate

1st December 2017

No step change

1st December 2018

66% of current PAS
100 levels
50% of current PAS
100 levels

50% of current
PAS110
25% of current
PAS110
8% of current
PAS110

1st December 2019

SEPA plan to publish their revised regulatory positions in early January 2017. In addition to the
workshop, REA continue to work with SEPA, Scottish Government and Zero Waste Scotland on a

range of issues related to this. Please contact Jenny if you would like any further information
(jenny@r-e-a.net).

Health & safety
Anaerobic Digestion Core Operational Requirements (Safety) Document
A collaborative, industry led document has been prepared that provides a basic level of safety
and awareness requirements for AD Plant Operators to demonstrate they can operate safely on
site.
The document is a simple, high level syllabus, rather than a guidance document, that lists the core
health & safety requirements considered critical to the AD sector, that will help improve awareness
and performance at AD facilities. The aim is to give regulators confidence, for trainers to use it to
build their programmes around, for Trade Associations to support and for operators to implement.
The REA has recently developed a Health and Safety Training Guidelines booklet in conjunction with
CLS Training and Consultancy. The purpose of this document is intended to support and assist the
Renewable Energy Association and its members to feel confident that they have a core level of
health and safety awareness to operate on site with due regard to wellbeing and health.
The skills required to construct and operate Renewable Energy facilities are diverse, ranging across
general construction, plant operations, to health, safety and well detailed process management. This
document will be released in the very near future and circulated to members.
ORG H&S working group
The REA ORG H&S working group was formed in 2010 to improve the safety of and protect workers
in the biowaste treatment and associated industries (including AD) and encourage safe working
practices within the biowaste sector through training and development. The group meets once every
quarter.
Jeremy Jacobs would encourage both small and large sector players to be involved in this working
group. Only by including a wide range of operators will we be able to spread the ‘Safety’ message
effectively to the wider community and ensure that safe working practice within our sector is
encouraged and promoted.
If you wish to become involved in this working group, please let him know (jeremy@r-e-a.net).

Green Gas Certification Scheme (GGCS)
To date there are 25 producers registered on the scheme with an injection capacity of around 1.45
TWh per annum. There are 22 suppliers registered on the scheme which includes 4 suppliers based
in the Netherlands, one in Switzerland and one based in France and another in Germany.
 A full list of producers can be found here (scroll to the bottom of the page)https://www.greengas.org.uk/certificates
 A full list of suppliers can be found here - https://www.greengas.org.uk/certificates/for-sale
The following registered producers and suppliers have been registered since the last update.

Producers

Suppliers

Pretoria Energy Company (Chittering) Ltd
Condate Biogas Limited
S&P Biogas Limited

Wingas UK Limited
GO2-Markets GmbH
Hudson Energy Supply UK Limited

In total over 960 million kWh (800 GWh) of green gas has been registered on the system, and nearly
265 million kWh certificates have been sold.
The Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol, developed by World Resources Institute (WRI) and World
Business Council on Sustainable Development (WBCSD), sets the global standard for how to
measure, manage, and report greenhouse gas emissions. Hundreds of companies and organizations
around the world use the GHG Protocol standards and tools to manage their emissions. Guidance
issued by the GHG Protocol in 2015 referenced, for the first time, the use renewable gas delivered
through the grid as a route for reporting companies to help reduce their GHG impact. . After lengthy
discussions with the WRI and the CDP (previously known as the Carbon Disclosure Project) GGCS
have established that companies reporting under the GHG protocol can report zero emissions
against their onsite (Scope 1) GHG emissions. This is a major breakthrough as there are few
opportunities for reducing Scope 1 emissions. Purchasing green electricity is reported against Scope
2 emissions. For Scope 3 emission reporting companies can use the RHI sustainability criteria which
requires that lifecycle emissions for biomethane does not exceed 125 gCO2eq/kWh injected.
As this is a very complex topic anybody interested in this subject are encouraged to visit the GGCS
website for detailed information. https://www.greengas.org.uk/certificates/emissions-reporting
The GGCS held a briefing session in Central London on the topic of greenhouse gas (GHG) reporting
and the GHG Protocol. The event was attended by over 50 delegates representing a range of sectors.
There were speakers from Sainsbury’s Supermarkets, the GGCS, the CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project)
and Ecofys.
Slides from the event can be found here - https://www.greengas.org.uk/news/event-slides-usinggreen-gas-certificates-for-ghg-reporting
The GGCS are recruiting for a Scheme Manager. The deadline for applications is Thursday 4 January
2017. Details can be found here - https://www.greengas.org.uk/news/job-advert-green-gascertification-scheme-manager
For all enquiries related to the GGCS please contact Ciaran Burns at cburns@greengas.org.uk.

Latest news: http://www.greengas.org.uk/news

Biofertiliser Certification Scheme
Plants certified
The Biofertiliser Certification Scheme (BCS) now has 55 sites currently certified treating nearly 2.5
million tonnes of material. The following have been added since the last report.
Plant Name

Location

Operator

Output
Type*

Certification
Date

Merevale AD Plant

Warwickshire, CV9
2LA

Biogen (UK) Ltd

WD

02/09/2016

Coleshill Food Waste
AD Plant

Coleshill,
Warwickshire, B46
1DA

Severn Trent
Water

WD

15/09/2016

Grissan Riverside,
Glenfiddich Distillery

Banffshire, AB55
4DH

Grissan Riverside
Ltd

WD

19/10/2016

High Hedley Hope
Durham, DL13 4PR
WJ Drennan
Farm
*WD = Whole digestate, SF = separated fibre, SL = separated liquor

WD

20/12/2016

Complete list available here - http://www.biofertiliser.org.uk/members
Tender for Certification Bodies
The BCS are in the process of tendering for Certification Bodies (CB). The current CB Organic
Farmers & Growers and NSF Certification current contract comes to an end in February 2017 so
the BCS are inviting tenders from organisation interested in providing certification services for the
next 3 years. The opportunity for tender submissions has now closed and BCS hope to make
announcement in January 2017.
Digestate quality issues
The REA continues to work with various other organisations on a range of actions to help to improve
the quality of digestate and compost under the banner of the Quality Action Plan (QAP) for Digestate
and Compost. Excessive contamination of biodegradable feedstocks with non-target materials
presents a range of challenges to the AD and composting sectors, which take responsibility for
producing high quality products for agricultural and horticultural use.
The recent focus has been on drafting some guidance for food waste collectors which REA is leading
on. We have also circulated questionnaires to members to get feedback on quality of feedstocks and
quality of products. Thank you to those who took a few moments to complete this. We will be
analysing the responses in early January.
The work is ongoing, please contact Jenny Grant (jenny@r-e-a.net) if you would like any
further information.

Update from European Biogas Association (EBA)
On 22nd December, the EBA published its 2016 Statistical report. Find it here http://www.r-ea.net/member/biogas/reports
Michael Chesshire (a board member of the REA) is standing for election to the EBA board. This takes
place at the EBA General Assembly 2017 on 7 February at 18:00-21:00 in Brussels. The following day
there is a free workshop related to policy, technology and infrastructure of biogas and biomethane
on 8 February. To attend fill out this registration form.
Should he be elected, Michael will be invited to contribute any material for dissemination to Biogas
Group members.
The website can be found on http://european-biogas.eu/
Other international events listed on the EBA website
● 14th International Conference on Renewable Mobility ‘Fuels of the Future 2017′. 23 – 24
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

January 2017, Berlin, Germany. More information here
Biogas Expo & Congress. 8 – 9 February, 2017, Offenburg, Germany. More information here
BIOENERGY2017. 9 February, 2017, Dublin, Ireland. More information here
International Conference: Progress in Biogas IV. 8 – 11 March, 2017, Stuttgart, Germany.
More information here
Gasification 2017. 15 – 16 March, 2017, Helsinki, Finland. More information here
Vaasa Gas Exchange. 23 March, 2017 Vaasa, Finland. More information here
III. Conference on “Monitoring & Process Control of Anaerobic Digestion Plants”. 29 – 30
March, 2017 Leipzig, Germany. More information here
German Biogas Innovation Conference. 9 – 10 May, Osnabrück, Germany. More
information here
4th International Conference on Renewable Energy Gas Technology, REGATEC 2017. 22-23
May, Pacengo (Verona), Italy. More information here
Expobiogaz 2017. 30 May – 1 June, 2017 Bordeaux, Fance. More information here

EU BIOSURF
REA is part of the BIOSURF Project (BIOmethane as SUstainable and Renewable Fuel) as a partner
with 11 other countries in Europe. The aim is to increase the production and use of biomethane
(from animal waste, other waste materials and sustainable biomass), for grid injection and as
transport fuel, by removing non-technical barriers and by paving the way towards a European
common biomethane market.
The articles listed below comprise the December 2016 edition of the Biosurf newsletter.
Read them on http://www.biosurf.eu/en_GB/news/
 Hungary: Scientific breakthrough in biomethane technology
 Hungary: Biogas Science 2016 Conference in Szeged, HU, August 21-24, 2016
 France: Progress report on biomethane development in France
 France: Opening of the biggest NGV filling station in France
 Austria: Biomethane Workshop within the Austrian biogas conference in Graz – biogas16
 Austria: Biomethane Workshop: cross border trade of biomethane 2016: green light crossborder trade
 Germany: German Biogas Association’s 26th Annual Meeting
 Germany: Fachverband Biogas (German Biogas Association) announces two workshops for
2017






Italy: Biogas plants certification on its debut
Italy: Bio mobility day in Maccarese (Rome)
UK: Might propane injection become a thing of the past?
UK: Biomethane injection deployment to resume in UK

ERGaR (European Renewable Gas Registry)
An important part of the BIOSURF project is taking forward cross-border trade of biomethane. The
European Commission invited the EBA to come up with a proposal for a new voluntary scheme on
biomethane at the European level, and the ERGaR has now been established, as described in the EBA
press release.

Finding your way around the REA
The REA website is www.r-e-a.net – you need to be logged on to this to get member only info. Your
username is your email address. If you need reminding what your password is, contact Lindsay,
details below.
There is also a Biogas Group website, www.biogas.org.uk. This is very out of date, and has been set
up in a way which makes it inflexible and expensive to make any amendments, as mentioned earlier,
we are hoping either to amalgamate it with the Organics Recycling website or move it back within
the REA.
At present these websites are used to place documents which are for members only, and links are
sent to this material via the (roughly) fortnightly newsletter.
Make sure you are in any other relevant groups of the REA. If you are a corporate member, this does
not cost you any more. If you want to join the Organics Recycling Group, Renewable Generators
group, The Renewable Transport group, contact the relevant person from the table below.
Name
Nina Skorupska
Virginia Graham

Email
nskorupska@r-e-a.net
vgraham@r-e-a.net

Role and expertise relevant to biogas sector
CEO of REA
CEO of REAL

John Baldwin
James Court

jbaldwin@r-e-a.net
jcourt@r-e-a.net

Gaynor Hartnell

ghartnell@r-e-a.net

Frank Aaskov
Frank Gordon

faaskov@r-e-a.net
fgordon@r-e-a.net

Chair REA Biogas / biomethane to grid
Head of Policy & External Affairs / all energy
policy areas, REA’s campaigns, REA’s
Communication Advisory Board
Senior Advisor Biogas (primary contact for the
biogas group whilst Kiara Zennaro is on maternity
leave)
Policy Analyst / RHI
Senior Policy Analyst / EMR, State Aid, RO, grid,
gasification & pyrolysis, Energy storage
Policy Analyst / Finance forum, Energy from Waste

Mark Sommerfeld
Daniel Brown
Ciaran Burns

msommerfeld@r-e-a.net
Dbrown@r-e-a.net
cburns@greengas.org.uk
cburns@biofertiliser.org.

Communications and Campaigns Officer
REAL’s Certification Manager / Green Gas &
Biofertiliser (PAS 110) Certification schemes

uk
Syed Ahmed
Tanya Sinclair

Lindsay Barnett
Leah Ashcroft
Jeremy Jacobs

Emily Nichols

Justyna
Franuszkiewicz
Jenny Grant

Georgia
Phetmanh

sahmed@greengas.org.uk REAL’s Policy Advisor to Green Gas Certification
Scheme
tsinclair@r-e-a.net
Head of Renewable Transport / Renewable
transport fuels, biomethane to transport.NB
Tanya takes over from Clare Wenner as of
1stOctober
lbarnett@r-e-a.net
Head of Membership & Marketing
leah@r-e-a.net
Event Organiser / Events
jeremy@r-e-a.net
Head of Organics Recycling Sector Group /
composting, AD, MBT and landspreading of
organic resources
Emily@r-e-a.net
Technical Manager at Organics Recycling Sector
Group / composting, AD, MBT and landspreading of
organic resources
justyna@qualitycompost. REAL’s Scheme Manager / Compost certification (PAS
org.uk
100)
jenny@r-e-a.net
Scotland Organics Recycling and Biogas sector
groups/ composting, AD, MBT and landspreading of
organic resources
Georgia@qualitycompost. REAL’s acting Scheme Manager for the Compost
org.uk
Certification Scheme (PAS100) and Biofertiliser
Certification Scheme (PAS110).

Annex 1 – list of Biomethane injection projects
Those in green are new additions since the last Biogas Report
Project Name

Gemini Identifier

Approx Start date

GDN

LDZ

Aspley farms
Avonmouth
Chittering
Crouchlands Farm/Portsdown
Doncaster
Hibaldstow
Holkham
Minworth
Rainbarrow Farm
Southwold
Vale Green
Rotherdale
Widnes
Fraddon
Mitcham
Sotterley

APSLOS
WESXOS
CHITOS
PORIOS
LINDOS
HLBDOS
HOLKOS
MINWOS
PNBIOS
ADBIOS
SPNGOS
ROTHOS
WIDNOS
FRADOS
MITCOS
SOTLOS

Nov
Nov
Aug
Sept
Oct
Sept
Nov
Sept
Oct
Nov
Aug
Nov
July
Dec
Dec
Dec

SGN
WWU
NG
SGN
NG
NG
NG
NG
SGN
NG
WWU
WWU
NG
WWU
SGN
NG

So
W
E
So
E
EA
E
WM
So
E
W
W
NW
SW
SE
EA

2014
2014
2014
2014
2013
2014
2014
2014
2012
2014
2013
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014

Wight Farm
Wyke Farm
Bredbury (Stockport)
Coupar Angus
Didcot
Grants Distillery
Grants Distillery 2
Howdon
Icknield
St. Nicholas Court
Portsdown 3
Scampton
Five Fords
Cannington
Euston
Helmdon
Leeming
Raynham
Peacehill
Enfield
St Boswells
Bishops Cleeve
Frogmary
Cumbernauld
Teesside
Willand
Metheringham
Gt Hele
Ebbsfleet
Highwood Farm
North Moor
Methwold
Peterhead
Aylesbury
Mepal
Lake District
Glenfiddich
Burton Agnes
Davyhulme
Manor Farm
Wellbeck
Hampton Bishop
Emerald
Gravel Pits
Tornagrain

WIGHOS
WYKEOS
BREDOS
COUPOS
DDBIOS
GIR1OS
GIR2OS
HOWDOS
ICKNOS
NICHOS
POR3OS
SCAMOS
FIVOS
CANNOS
LANKOS
HELMOS
Leemos
Raynos
Peacos
Enfdos
Boswos
Cleeos
Frogos
Dunnos
Footos
Willos
Methos
Heleos
Ebbsos
Brinkos
Mooros
Metwos
Downos
Arlaos
Mepaos
Aspaos
Riveos
Burtos
Dayvos
Manros
Wellos
Hampos
Newtos
Gravos
Moryos

Dec
Nov
Dec
Dec
Oct
Nov
Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec
Nov
Dec
April
May
May
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar

2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

SGN
WWU
NGD
SGN
SGN
SGN
SGN
NGN
SGN
SGN
SGN
NGD
WWU
WWU
NG
SGN
NGN
NG
SGN
WWU
SGN
WWU
WWU
SGN
NGN
WWU
NG
WWU
SGN
NG
NG
NG
SGN
SGN
NG
NGN
SGN
NGN
NG
NG
NG
NG
NGN
NGN
SGN

So
SW
NW
Sc
So
Sc
Sc
N
So
SE
So
EA
W
W
EA
So
N
EA
Sc
SW
Sc
W
SW
Sc
No
SW
EM
SW
S
EM
EM
EA
SC
S
EA
N
S
N
NW
EM
EM
WM
N
N
S

Sherburn
Ridge Road
Glasgow
Fairfields
Stoke Bardolph
Grindley
Bromham
Spittles Farm
Bay Farm
Roundhill
Strongford
Derby
Stracathro
Skeddoway
East Helscott
Savock
Penans
Mill Nurseries

Sheros
Riogos
Tambos
Fairos
STOKOS
GRINOS
BROMOS
SPITOS
BAFMOS
RNDHOS
STRNOS
DERBOS
STRCOS
SKEDOS
HELSOS
FAVROS
PENSOS
MILLOS

Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Dec
Dec
Dec

2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

NGN
NGN
SGN
NG
NG
NG
WWU
WWU
NGD
NGD
NGD
NGD
SGN
SGN
WWU
SGN
WWU
NGN

N
N
S
EA
EM
WM
SE
SE
EA
WM
EM
EM
Sc
Sc
SW
Sc
Sw
N

The information above is taken from the Gemini system which is used by National Grid and the
gas shippers for administration of energy under the UNC.

